Turn your documents into data with pre-trained, ready-to-use skills

Vantage uses AI to understand your documents in a fast and simple way

Reasons enterprises struggle to automate document processes:
- **Legacy systems are outdated/complex**
- **Niche products have limited focus/capabilities**
- **Previous automation solutions can’t scale**

Intelligent Document Processing is key to enterprise digital transformation strategy

**ABBY Vantage** has the skills you need to add automated document processing to any process:
- **Upload your documents**
- **Vantage identifies the skills you need**
- **Connect to any system**
- **Vantage keeps learning to make skills even smarter**

Vantage uses AI to understand your documents in a fast and simple way:
- **No code / low code, built for the citizen developer**
- **Ready-to-use skills available for all document types in a digital marketplace**
- **Built on ABBYY’s machine learning and trained neural networks**
- **Cloud-native, open architecture — microservices, REST APIs, containerized**

**Out-of-box integrations available today!**

**99.9% accuracy and 95% straight-through processing!**

Ready to expand automation to process invoices, tax forms, receipts, bank statements, or shipping documents?

**THERE’S A SKILL FOR THAT!**

Find all the Document Skills, connectors, and assets you need to get started in the ABBYY Marketplace today.